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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1 .I. The purpose of the report is to advise the Committee of representations made by the 
local taxi trade and to propose modification of the policy in respect of taxi cars. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. At the meetings of the Committee held on 25 August and 27 October 2004 and 
18 May 2005 a number of policy details were approved in relation to taxi cars. 

2.2. Principally these were as follows:- 

all new taxi licences require the operation of a purpose built, wheelchair 
accessible taxi; 

existing operators to be permitted to continue to run non-purpose built 
vehicles with a swivel seat approved by the Council to be fitted by the time of 
their annual vehicle inspection due in 2006; 

all non purpose built taxis in the South Licensing Area be white, to come into 
effect at the licence renewal due on 31 December 2005; 

all non purpose built taxis in North Lanarkshire be fitted with a full width roof 
sign, to come into effect at the licensing renewal due on 31 December 2005; 

the acceptance of applications for variation of Taxi Licence Holders, on the 
basis that such applications may be granted subject to all concerned being fit 
and proper persons to hold a Taxi Licence and to the operation of an 
approved wheelchair accessible vehicle; 

that all existing taxi operators be allowed the opportunity to apply to vary their 
licences in terms of licence holders, by 31 December 2005, and if made 
during that time frame, not be subject to a requirement on the part of the 
transferee to operate an approved wheelchair accessible vehicle; 

the age limit for non purpose built taxis be set at five years old from the date 
of first registration to the date of licence renewal or vehicle substitution, to 
come into effect at the licence renewal due on 31 December 2005; 

an age limit for purpose adapted taxis be set at 7 years old from the date of 
first registration to the date of the licence renewal or vehicle substitution, 
effective from 1 January 2007; 
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(i) an age limit for purpose built taxis be set at 9 years from the date of first 
registration to the date of the licence renewal or vehicle substitution, effective 
from 1 January 2007. 

3. REPORT 

3.1. At a meeting held recently between local taxi trade representatives, the Convener 
and Vice-Convener and Officers, a number of proposals in relation to details of the 
operation of the policy and taxi cars were proposed by the trade. 

3.2. The representations related to the operation of the policy in respect of vehicle age 
and colour as well as transferability of licences and also the specifics for swivel seats 
for saloon type taxis. These matters are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

3.3. The trade representatives have submitted that the application of the Council’s policy 
on one opportunity to transfer a taxi car licence, without the requirement for the 
transferee to upgrade to a purpose built or purpose adapted vehicle, is proving 
unduly restrictive. 

3.4. The policy as presently formulated requires that any transfer without upgrade of 
vehicle had to take place before 31 December 2005. The trade have submitted that 
this favours the short-term transient members of the trade rather than longer-serving 
members who it might be thought were intended to be assisted by the relaxation in 
policy on transfers. What is happening in practice is that some recent arrivals in the 
trade have taken the opportunity to go to market and sell on their licence at a higher 
value. The older members of the trade who are remaining in business feel that when 
they do sell up they will not be able to attract anything like a similar value for the 
I icence . 

3.5. The trade were asked on views on a “back-stop” date for the exercise of the one 
opportunity to transfer without obligation on the transferee to upgrade. It was first 
suggested that there should be no limit of time on any operator to exercise hidher 
right to one transfer. As a secondary position the trade suggested that anyone who 
had held a taxi operator licence continuously for five years should be allowed to 
retain the one opportunity, The difficulty with this proposal is that it is arrived at on a 
purely arbitrary basis. In short, why should five years be more or less justifiable than, 
say, four or six years? 

3.6. In order to see a way forward it is therefore proposed to link the relaxation to the date 
when the Committee approved the grant of the amnesty to taxi operators for the 
purposes of update and regulation of the record of holders of taxi licences. That 
Committee approval took place on 3 March 1999. This approach would have the 
clear advantage of recognising the service within the trade of those operators who 
have openly held licences for a substantial period of time, as opposed to !ater 
entrants to the trade. 

3.7. In relatiom to the policy on transfer of licences, it has been suggested that a 
distinction might be made in a situation where the “transfer” of a licence holding takes 
the form of an existing joint licence holder coming off the licence as opposed to a 
scenario where there is an assumption on to the licence of a new person. It is 
therefore proposed that a transfer which takes the form of the relinquishing of an 
interest in a licence by an existing joint holder should not attract an obligation on the 
remaining holders to upgrade to a purpose built or purpose adapted wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. 

3.8. Previously policy had allowed limited transfer of licences to permit assumption on to 
the licence of family members. There is a proposal that this be reflected in the new 
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policy by permitting the transfer onto a licence of a family member without obligation 
on the licence holders to provide a purpose built or purpose adapted wheelchair 
accessible vehicle. It is suggested that the relaxation might be applied in respect of 
close family members only, i.e. spouse and children of the licence holder, and 
specifically not remoter members of family. It is also proposed that the relaxation 
apply to existing licence holders only and not in perpetuity. This would avoid a 
possible scenario of grandchildren eventually succeeding to a licence without the 
progression to a purpose built or purpose adapted wheelchair accessible vehicle. 

3.9. During the course of discussions with the trade there has been one issue which has 
been the source of greatest concern to trade members. There is a strong feeling that 
the age limit policy for vehicles is unduly restrictive, especially in relation to purpose 
built vehicles (e.g. TXI , TX2 and Metro Cab). The trade have submitted that the nine 
year entrance age limit for purpose built vehicles will see a number of fully 
roadworthy vehicles which have served the local residents well for a number of years 
removed from the fleet on or before 1 January 2007. The trade have suggested a 
number of alternative approaches. This is perhaps reflective of the depth of concern. 

3.10. There has been a suggestion that the application of the new policy on 1 January 
2007 be deferred for a further year until 1 January 2008. The trade have suggested 
that a slightly longer lead-in period would allow trade members more time to consider 
the necessary personal financial planning for what remains a substantial investment 
in comparison to other vehicle types. A longer lead-in would also lessen the potential 
situation of large sections of the trade as a whole coming to market at more or less 
the same time and the knock-on effect that that would have on trade-in valuations. 

3.:1. There has been a further suggestion that as an interim measure vehicies aged nine 
years and six months be deemed to comply with policy at 1 January 2007 and be 
granted a restricted licence for the balance of the adopted maximum twelve year 
operating lifespan. It has also been suggested that operators be perinitted to apply 
for renewal early to allow any vehicle less than nine years old at the date of 
presentation to be approved for a three year licence. 

3.12. The third proposal is that the nine year entry age limit be amended to a ten year age 
limit, still to be implemented at 1 January 2007. The trade remind the Council of the 
points accepted in the original discussion process that purpose built vehicles such as 
the TXI and TX2 are specifically built as a purpose unit with the body of this type of 
vehicle designed around a separate chassis. This means that every part of this type 
of vehicle can be replacedh-enewed as and when required, with the body being a 
totally separate part of the vehicle which is custom fitted to the chassis. This 
construction substantially prolongs the life expectancy of these types of vehicle. As 
this particular proposal is something more than an administrative departure to policy, 
a view has been sought from the Transport Manager as to whether the amendment, if 
approved, would have any detrimental effect on the aims of the original policy, 
namely to improve the overall quality of the fleet and to secure the safety of 
passengers. The Transport Manager has indicated that he would support the 
proposal. 

3.13. On balance, if an amendment to policy is to be approved, the third option - ten year 
entry age limit for purpose built taxi vehicles, is recommended. For the avoidance of 
doubt, the other age limits for saloon type vehicles and purpose adapted vehicles will 
remain unchanged. 

3.14. The Committee previously agreed that saloon taxis would require to have an 
appropriate swivel seat fitted to ensure that disabled access would be available 
across the fleet. There have been ongoing discussions with trade representatives and 
the Transport Manager to seek to establish a minimum specification for the swivel 
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3.15. 

3.16. 

seat. The trade have exhibited to the officers documentation from car manufacturers 
which indicate that the fitting of a full size mechanically operated swivel seat by a 
third party company may lead to the manufacturer declining to honour the vehicle 
warranty as the installation of the seat may necessitate the removal of the front 
passenger air bags from the vehicle. At the same time it has been submitted that 
insurance companies would impose a substantial premium on vehicle insurance 
costs to reflect the post-manufacturer adaptation of the vehicle. 

In consultation with the Convener and Vice-Convener, the trade were invited to 
present for inspection by the Transport Manager a portable swivel cushion style pad 
which can rotate a passenger on to the front seat of the vehicle. The Transport 
Manager has, subsequent to inspection, indicated that he would endorse the portable 
swivel pad as a reasonable compromise solution to the issue of improving access to 
saloon type taxis. A number of options for this type of seat have been investigated 
and it is recommended that a minimum diameter specification of fifteen inches be set. 
If the Committee were minded to approve this type of seat, it would be on the 
understanding that any operator who elected to have installed the full size 
mechanical seat would not be discouraged from doing so. The portable seat in 
essence would be the minimum requirement. The cost of acquiring such a portable 
seat for members of the trade is comparatively modest and the timescale for 
compliance on the part of the operators of saloon type taxis could be foreshortened to 
1 January 2007. 

In the course of discussion with the trade it became apparent that there were a small 
number of members of the trade in the south area who changed vehicles during the 
course of 2004 and 2005 to vehicles which are compliant with the policy requirements 
in all respects with the exception of the white colour reqL;irement. It was sijbinitted by 
the representatives that these operators had entered into financial arrangements to 
produce new or nearly new vehicles prior to the final decision being reached that 
saloon-type vehicles in the south should be white. The Council was asked to consider 
granting a “dispensation” to the affected operators to allow them to continue to 
operate the vehicles until the finance agreement has expired. 

3.17. On balance it is considered that, while there is a strong desire to see the policy fully 
and finally implemented, this one issue can be viewed as less critical, certainly in 
terms of the aspirations of the Council to improve vehicle quality, than the policy 
changes in relation to age of vehicle and engine capacity. In consultation with the 
Convener and Vice-Convener it was agreed that, in view of the timescale for 
compliance with overall vehicle policy, in a situation where an operator presented a 
vehicle fully compliant with policy in all respects except colour, and where a finance 
agreement had been entered prior to the policy change and carrying an expiry date 
beyond 1 January 2006, the vehicle could continue to operate until expiration of the 
agreement, subject always to the agreement document being exhibited to the Head 
of Legal Services. The Committee is asked to homologate the action taken on this 
issue. 

4. CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1. The proposals contained in this report reflect the Council’s commitment to open and 
effective regulation of licensing services in line with the Enforcement Concordat. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. The Committee is asked to agree:- 

(a) that, in relation to transfer of taxi operator licences, the right to one transfer 
without obligation on the transferee to provide and maintain a purpose built or 
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purpose adapted wheelchair accessible vehicle (“the first transfer”) shall be 
retained by all operators who held a licence at 3 March 1999. 

(b) that, in relation to transfer of taxi operator licences, the first transfer shall be 
deemed not to be constituted by the variation of a licence t o  remove an 
existing joint licence holder. 

(c) that, in relation to transfer of taxi operator licences, the first transfer shall be 
deemed not to be constituted by the variation of a licence to assume as a 
licence holder the spouse or child of an existing licence holder at the date of 
approval of this report. 

(d) that the age limit for purpose built taxis be amended to ten years from the 
date of first registration to the date of the licence renewal or vehicle 
substitution, effective from 1 January 2007. 

(e) that the specification for swivel seat compliance for saloon type taxi vehicles 
shall be a portable swivel seat of a minimum diameter of fifteen inches, and 
that compliance shall be met by all taxi operators by 1 January 2007 at the 
latest. 

(f) that the action taken in granting limited “dispensation” in respect of non- 
compliance with vehicle colour policy in the circumstances narrated in the 
report is homologated. 

Director of Administration 

Members seeking further information on the contents of this report are asked to contact Mitch Kerr, 
Chief Solicitor (District Courts and Licensing) on Ext. 2371. 
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